
Improving efficiency of video delivery by adapting to user behavior and environmental factors

Streamed video is normally encoded at multiple rates/resolutions. The streaming client monitors network  
bandwidth, and then selects the optimal stream that it can play in real-time, to prevent rebuffering.

InterDigital has developed a unique way to perform adaptive video streaming, building on top of existing streaming 
systems.

User-Adaptive Video Streaming

In user-adaptive video streaming, the client not only monitors network bandwidth, but also user behavior and  
environmental factors that affect visual perception. Such factors include:

• Distance between the viewer and the screen
• Display pixel density
• Ambient light level
• User pose and activity (e.g. sitting, walking, etc.) 

Based on these factors, the client identifies and retrieves the stream that can be best perceived by the viewer, given 
his activity and viewing conditions.  For example, the further the viewer is from the screen, the more diminished his 
ability to physically ascertain video content that is displayed at the maximum resolution of the screen.   
InterDigital can save bandwidth by smartly filtering some of the content that the viewer will not notice at a given 
distance and/or ambient lighting level.

The encoding process for user-adaptive video streaming produces additional streams at high resolutions which are 
specifically tailored and annotated for use by user-adaptive video streaming clients. Such streams consume  
bandwidth at a much lesser rate than conventionally encoded 1080p and 720p videos, by taking into account  
viewing conditions and limits of human vision.

Main Benefits

• Less time spent buffering - better quality of experience and better customer engagement
• More users can enjoy watching HD videos
• Lower load on the network
• Lower publishing/CDN costs
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